Video Flex®

Discovery Scope Kit

ASSEMBLY & USE

EXPLORER DISCOVERY SCOPE KIT
®

For use with Video Flex 2000 series

DISCOVERY SCOPE KIT
For use with all Video Flex® except 2000 series

Discovery
Scope Clamp

Tweezer-Clamp Attachment
for holding 35mm Slides, or
anything else you can grab
onto!

Explorer Clamp
(required to mount
Explorer Discovery
Scope kit to VF2000
series

“Bug Box”
(kit includes 2
specimen boxes)

Telescoping
Tube
(for close-up
adjustment)

Specimen Box Attachment
for live specimens or anything
else you can stuff into it!

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS:
EXPLORER DISCOVERY SCOPE KIT (VFDS2000)

DISCOVERY SCOPE KIT (VFDS)

1. Attach Explorer clamp onto the neck of the Video Flex®,
spaced approximately 1” down from camera head. Gently
tighten the wing-nut down on the tweezer clamp.

1. Attach the Discovery Scope Clamp onto the neck of the
Video Flex®, space approximately 1/2” down from camera head.
Simply push clamp onto neck.

2. Attach the Telescoping Tube to the other end of explorer
clamp as shown above. Gently tighten the wing-nut on the
2nd tweezer-clamp.

2. Attach the Telescoping Tube to the other clamp opening as
shown above.

3. Select which attachment you would like to use (either the
tweezer-clamp for 35mm slides and other grippable items, or
the specimen “Bug” box holder), then slide the attachment
shaft through the opening located at the end of the telescoping tube
4. Adjust the telescoping tube and attachment holders to
position the object directly in front of the Video Flex® camera
lens. You can quickly and easily interchange the attachment
holders to suit your needs.

3. Select which attachment you would like to use either the
tweezer-clamp for the 35mm slides and other grippable items,
or the specimen “Bug” box holder, then slide the attachment
shaft through the opening located at the end of the telescoping
tube.
4. Adjust the telescoping tube and attachment holders to position the object directly in front of the Video Flex® camera lens.
Voila-that’s it! You can quickly and easily interchange the
attachment holders to suit your needs.
You are only limited by your imagination!

You are only limited by your imagination!
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Learn more about the complete line of Video Flex®
multi-purpose flexible video microscopes,
Microprojectors, and Microscopescall 1-800-334-8407 or explore our
website at: www.ken-a-vision.com

